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12. 46 hra.

TERMINATION OF SUSPENSION OF 
MEMBER

(Shrt Hukam Chand Kachwai)
SHRI SFZHIYAN fKumbakonam) : 

Under rule 374 (2). I move the following mo-
tion, of which notice has been given :

“ That the suspension of Shri Hukam 
Chand Kachwai ordered bv the House on 
the 2nd Mas 1972 be terminated with 
immediate effect.”

I do not want to go into the background, 
as has been presented in the official report of 
the proceedings...

SHRI PIIOO MODY (Godhra) : And 
the Press.

SHRI SFZHIYAN • It is unfortunate 
and regrettable the some words of acrimony 
have been used in this House which was 
questioned by the Chair. I am not here to 
challenge the deci^im of the Chair. The 
Chair should always be obeyed I think 
Shri Kachwai also made it clear that he did 
not do anything against the Chair to defy 
the order of the Chair. Some of the words 
he uttered which were found objectionable 
have already been expunged from the pro-
ceeding.

As I said, I do not want to dwell on 
what happened yesterday. But I do request 
you and the House that we take a somewhat 
less harsh view of the matter, and hope that 
in future the decorum and dignity of the 
House will always be upheld not only on this 
side of the House but also on the other

With these words, I do beseech the 
House to terminate the suspension ordered 
yesterday of Shri H. C. Kachwai and enable 
him to participate in the deliberations of the 
House forthwith.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
(Begusarai) : We support the Motion. We 
think that forgiveness at tnis stage would 
have a greater corrective influence and 
perhaps be a greater punishment. In fact, 
the hon. member has already suffered punish- 
mem for the day. We also regret very much 
that some provocation was caused to him.

SHRI B. P. MAURYA*: rase-

SHRI K. MANOHARAN (Madras 
N orth): Why so many spcechc* ?

SHRI B P. MAURYA (llanur) Members 
who were not present in the House at the time 
are expressing their views Those who were 
present should aKo be allowed to have their 
say. Otherwise anyone may use any word 
here..

SHRI P1LOO MODY : Wc arc not tak-
ing evidence.
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to you ?
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MR. SPEAKFR : No one should speak 

without my permission.

SHRI PILOO MODY : As vou know, 
decorum «f the House is veiy nnoirt.int to 
all of us as it is indeed <o Indian democracy.

SHRI K. MANOHARAN • It is systema-
tically flouted by him

SHRI PILOO MODY . as Shri Mano- 
haran has illustrated iust now. But there 
are certain codes of behaviour between mem-
bers which are now a matter of established 
practice. I think i' is rather thin-skinned of 
people who arc verv willing to fling abuses, 
slander etc not to be able to lake it in turn 
when it is fUng back at them. I think tlut 
the people involved in this tragicomedy of 
yesterday's have not risen above the levej of 
not being able to take what each other has 
said. Therefore, ] do not know what trani- 
pired that ah of a sudden such stern action 
should be taken, Regrettably, I was not pre-
sent ; otherwise, I assure you that this might 
not have happened.
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{.Shri Piloo ModyJ
Bu* what I feel is th it in the mi 1 lie of 

this controversy, people started hardening 
their attitude that so-and-s>o must apo ogise 
and otherwise such a thing will take place. 
I think that is very wrong. There is nothing 
that called upon any Member of the House 
to apologise. If the Speaker feels that some-
thing unparliamentary or unsavoury has been 
said, he can always expunge it and in the 
past, the Speaker or whoever occupies the 
Chair, has done so with or without reason. 
Therefore, it does not really matter what is 
said provided it does not appear on the re-
cord, within reasons.

On the action, therefore, that has been 
taken on this heated exchange—I do not 
know what Mr. Raj Bahadur would have 
done had he been a Member of the Fourth 
Lok Sab ha, because in that case I think he 
would have spent his entire tenure chasing 
these motions from one Member to the other. 
Thciefoie, 1 suggest that let us laugh it off. 
Let us regret the fact that we have made foo's 
of ourselves not orily in our eyes but also in 
the public eye. Therefore, accept the mo-
tion that has been placed before the house 
and forget the matter and laugh about it 
thereafter.

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE (Betul) : Sir, 
while I accept the sentiments expressed by 
the mover of the motion, I must in the most 
unequivocal terms express my complete non- 
agreement with what Shri Piloo Mody has 
stated In fact, implicit in what he said is 
distrust in the impartiality of the Chief itself. 
It is not as though the action which has been 
taken should be challenpcJ here. That was 
not the motive of the mover of the motion. 
Shri Sezhiyan's one difficulty in being on the 
Panel is—and I have experienced it myself 
in this House. -

MR SPEAKER : I put you for that ! 
(Interruptions).

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE : It is this. There 
are certain Members in this House who 
think it is always their prerogative to po out 
of their way ro t only to flout all the rules 
and regulations, the rules of procedure and 
conduct of business in this House, but also 
to flout all the norms of decency. There is 
a limit to which we can sink (Interruptions) 
and the Chair can allow these things to go 
down. We do not want a complete abrega- 
(jon of authority of the Chair nor do we ever

want that the basic norms which should 
govern the conduct of business in this house 
should be dispensed with.

While I do acccpt the punishnwu meted 
to the Member concerned, it sh.m'd not look 
like a punishment given to one single person, 
it should be given to anyone who indulges in 
this kind of—

SHRI PILOO MODY : The entire Op-
position .

SHRI N. K. P. SM V F : Not the entire 
Opposition. Why do you have a guilty cons-
cience ? 1 said anyone who indulged in this
type of activity. Now, to maintain the dig-
nity of the Chair and to maintain the dignity 
of this House and to maintain certain basic 
norms of dccency over and aho/c *he rules. I 
would have no objection to supporting the 
motion competcly if there were an unieserved 
apology for what has happened yrMerday.

SF-VFRAL NON. MEMBERS rose-

MR. SPEAKER : There should be no 
debate on it now

SHRI D1NEN Bll ATTAOIARYYA 
(Serannore) : The motion should he taken 
in this spirit in which it has been moved by 
the mover. If the issue is opened again, 
many things will come out an-l that will 
create difficulties for von to ducide -

MR SPLAKER : That is what I thought.

SHRI DINEN KHATTACHARYYA : I 
request vou to immediately dispose of the 
matter.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE (Kanpur) : 
Sir, almost everytimc a motion has been 
moved and (he Mem he i concerned has been 
suspended, the house i i  its wisdom takes up 
the matter and you, Sir, in your wisdom con-
sider it ard give your decision. 1 therefore 
request you to decidc it according to your 
wisdom {h it rruptiom).

SHRI SAMAR GUHA (Contai) : I want 
to draw your attention to one thing. First, I 
am glad to note -and wc have been told— 
that Shit Kachwai has expressed his regret 
to you. (Interruption*)

MR. SPEAKER : No question of regret.

SHRI SAM *\R GUHA : I am glad to 
say that the best in Mr. Kachwai has not
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been taken a wav by the fit of his anger. I 
would like to draw your attention to one 
point. That is, in essence what Mr. Kachwai 
has donea is great service to this House, and 
that is, not by using abusive language but by 
constantly. 1 should say, being the watch dog 
of this House and the rights and privileges of 
the House and the dignity of this house.

AN HON. MEMBER : Hear, hear. (In-
terruptions)

SHRI SAMAR GUHA : It is almost 
everyday that the quorum bell rings, and in-
deed for several times every day the quorum 
bell has been ringing. I should like to 
draw your attention to the fact that this 
should be taken as the sounding of the toc-
sin for the future of our democracy. The 
massive victory or the massive majority in 
this House of this Government, has become 
so oppressing that the proceedings of this 
House have become dull and listless every 
day. Because, even the members of the 
Treasury Benches are not present. Although 
I regret that he lost his temper in using 
abusive language, I must say that he has 
been guarding the rights and privileges of 
this House by raising the question of 
quorum.

I want to draw your atlentioi to one 
point. The Chairman has made one observa-
tion, which is a breach of the provisions of 
the Constitution...(Interruptions).

MR. SPEAKER : I am not allowing it ; 
do not bring the Chairmen in to the picture.

SHRI K. MANOHARAN : Now iha- 
views have been expressed, you should dist 
pose of the matteT.

MR. SPEAKER : I thought that he 
would take only one minute.

SHRI SAMAR GUHA : I do not want 
to criticise the Chairmen ; [ am raising a 
very important constitutional point. There 
are the observations of the Chairman :

“ Let the tell be rung Now there is 
quorum. The convention of this House 
has been th at after 6, there will be no 
challenging of the quorum ; the Chair is 
not bound to accept the challenge.”
SHRI PI LOO MODY : It is in violation 

of the Constitution ; everybody agrees with 
it.

SHRI SAMAR G U H A : It i s a u o la -  
tion of the provisions of the Constitution.

sft TrcrMfirr* ( w r )  •' arwra 
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SHRI K.S. CHAVDA (Patan) . Hemade 
a personal remark against me May I there 
fore request you to give me an opportunity;

THE M1NISTLR Oh PARLIAMEN-
TARY AFFAIRS AND SHIPPING AND 
TRANSPORT (SHRI RAJ BAHADUR) : 
Mr Speaker, 1 welcome and appicciate the 
sentiments behind this motion. But may I 
say something about “ the codc of behavi-
our” , spoken of by Shri Piloo Mody ?

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN M1SHRA : 
Whv do you go into all that now ?

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR J would 
only say this. I have to read a letter 
too. This is not a matter between two 

persons, Mr. Shashi Bhuslian and Mr. 
Kachwai It is not merely some incident 
taking place. It is a matter which 
concern the whole decorum and diginty 
of this House and how do we conduct 
the affairs of this House. In that con-
text, the question of quorum which was 
brought in, is not relevant We have to 
maintain quorum and we do it. But is the 
responsibility for quorum unilateral ? 
Yesterday, there was only one solitary 
Member on the opposition Benches.

I want to go on record as having said 
this.

SHRI K. S. CHAVDA : I was also 
present.

MR. SPEAKER : We are here to make 
some amends but not aggravate the situation. 
13 brs.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR : Now 1 would 
like to be exused, Sir, if I c i i n n  tho
temptation, because he made a persona', 
reference to me. If 1 were not here ui Lo*
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[Shri Raj Bahadur]

Sabha--Fourth Lok Sabha-I would only say 
that the results of the mid-term poll have 
completely vindicated the stand that we have 
taken in this matter yesterday.

MR. SPEAKER : Those were lucky peo-
ple who were not in the Fourth Lok Sabha.

SHRI RA.T BAHADUR : But I say I 
was in all the three Lok Sabhas and also in 
the Constituent Assemb'y. Sir. But I have 
not seen any thing like the one that happend 
yesterdav. Now, Sir, letter has been written 
by Shri Hukam Chand Kachwai addressed 
to you. I will only read it out. ( Interruptions)

MR. SPEAKER : Well, of course, he 
will have to read it.

?HR1 RAJ BAHADUR : I will not read 
it. You read it, sir.

SHRI PILOO MODY : The letter
should be expunged from the record.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR: Mr. Piloo Mody’s 
observations may be expunged from the 
record. I wish it is not taken lightly. I 
would say, about the letter that, it is a sort 
ot conditional offer.

SHRI PILOO MODY : I have said that 
there should be no apology. (Interruptions)

SHRI K. MANOHARAN : This is a
very bad attitude.

MR. SPEAKER : So many bad
things happen. What happened yesterday 
when my friend Mr. Tiwary was presiding 
in this H ouse-1 too was sitting in a meeting 
1 opened the amplifier and I myself was 
very much shocked at what was going on in 
the House. I thought that it may be a 
usual story but it took a very bad turn. We 
are sorry about what happened later on. 
Now, about the quorum. It is a llrig h t; it is 
a Member’s right. He can raise this question 
any time. But what happens sometimes is, 
every ten minutes, the quorum bell rings, 
peaple come running in ; then they go o u t ; 
it is not a fun, it is not a hobby. There 
should be some reasonable time in between 
two bells. Some people come here, then they 
go out ; and after another 10-15 mintutes

there is another quotum bell. There should 
be some reasonable time.

SHRI K. MANOHARAN : It is shame-
ful and ridiculous on the part of the ruling 
party after having got its massive majority.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR : You are taking 
a political advantage of a situation. 
Interruptions)

SHRI PILOO MODY : Lot us face the 
situation that you have turned the Parlia-
ment into ridicule.

MR. SPEAKER : Mi. Mody, you should 
have at least some respect for tlu* conven-
tions. When the Speaker is standing, you 
must have some respect for the contentions. 
This is what happens later on also, and that 
is how the situation worsens sometimes. We 
do not deny the light of a Member to raise 
the issue of quorum. Hut what happens 
sometimes is, it is not taken as a mutter of 
right, but just as a nuisance, when just after 
every ten minutes Members go to/the lobbies 
and then they come runnMiq in So, in that 
case, I would just request all <>T you that at 
least there should be some time lapse bet-
ween two bells, say, at least one hour or so.

SHRI PILOO MODY : Please do not 
bting the matter of quorum into this issue,

MR. SPEAKER: I leave it to  you. We 
do not fleny the right of member to raise the 
quorum issue, but it is my suggestion that 
you should not do it every 10 minutes. 
What we do is, sometime* we decide ovr- 
selves— the whole house decides—to extend 
the sitting for half an hour or to sit through 
the lunch hour. We have been discussing 
it in the business Advisoiy Committee also 
that when we agree to sit extra lime, 
during the extended time the question of 
quorum should not be raised. But if some* 
body raised it, it is hi? right to rise it.

SHRI K. M A N O H \K A N : Sir that 
is a separate issue which you can discuss with 
the opposition separately.

SHRI PILOO MODY : We have very
strong views on this subject. Let us not 
involve this with Mr. Kaehwai’s issue.

MR. SPEAKER : Yesterday when
this question of quorum was raised, some*
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thing happened between Mr. Shashi Bushan 
and Mr. Kachwai. I do not defend it, but 
1 must say to you also that sometimes a 
word uttered may be quite innocent and 
one can tolerate it normally but in another 
situation it may not he tolerated. In that 
case there should be no stinging words, no 
harsh words. They may be adjudged as 
perfectly parliamentary, but still they 
convey something which hurts somebody. 
Mr. Kachwai got cxcited very much and 
uncontrollable. He could have just protes-
ted is a mild manner or even in a strong 
manner, but not continued doing it through-
out the evening and raising all this 
hulLt-zuIUt and abuses. I heard those 
abuses and [ was shocked. I have never 
heard su«»h abuses in this House during my 
term. We are happv they wnc expunged, 
but there is a certain limit to react. Beyond 
that, it becomes a nuisance. It is perfectly 
all right tv' invite attention of the Chair to 
certain lemarks but when you involve your-
self with the Chair, what is to be done ? 
This i-> what happened yesterday. When 
the Chau<mn requested him to kindly ex-
press regret I know he was very humble 
in his request, I was listening to it-but 
Mr. Kachwai would not care for it Theu 
this motion was allowed to be moved and 
even after it was passed, I thought Mr. 
Kachwai would withdraw from the chamber 
But he was thieatening the Chair. I also 
heard it. Any wav, what happened was 
rather very said. All of us dislike those 
bad words and abuses. They were not 
directed against one individual. Some of 
them were duccted agunst a good section of 
the House It is better this is never repeated 
in this II hi sc in future. (Interruptioni). 
Sometimes it leaves bitrer memories. You 
must somehow bri >g such members under 
control. It is not every member who does 
it. But if you give some latitude to certain 
people, there will bo no en 1 to it. I think 
it is eveiybody's duly, whether on this side 
or that side, to sc: that members behave. 
The moment they go out of limits, it is 
sunp'v intolerable and Inis is what happen-
ed yesterday We do tolerate many things 
but not such abuses. 1 have received this 
letter from Shri Kachwai in which he has 
expressed regret for it. I think after this... 
(Interruption*) W iat is this sensitiveness 
about it ? If somebody says regret, it is so 
nice on his part to do it If wher counsel did 
not prevail yesterday but it caine 2 - hours 
afterwards, why do you worry about it ?

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR : I would beg
of you to appeal to my friends opposit to 
kindly appreciate whether abuses can be 
uttered in this House and, having uttered 
those abuses, will the conditional regret, be 
acceptable If it were an unconditional 
regret, the position would have been 
different In fact yestcrdiy we did our 
best to make it unconditional, because two 
wrongs cannot make one right I would 
appeal to hon. Members to appreciate the 
point that our proceedings are read not 
only in our country but also the w'oild over. 
I et them not think that we are conducting 
overselves in the House u  a way which L 
not proper. From that point of view the 
offer of rcuret should be uncondi’ional. It 
should not be hedged in with conditions.

SHRI Pfl.OO MODY : I think this
business of asking foi an unconditional 
apology and things like that is totally 
w'rong

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR : completely
differ with Shri Piloo Mody. He seems to 
say that having uttered thoje abusive words, 
even a word of regret is not necessary.

SHRI PIT OO MODY : The Minister
of Parliamentary Affurs is eitirely within 
his rights to disagree with me. But it k  
also within my rights to express a parti-
cular point of view, and tint is tin t no 
apologv should be demanded If a member 
is gracious enough M m ike h i ar>oi>;y of 
his own, it is another matter As far as 
I am concerned - Sir, I camot speak when 
you are standing.

MR. SPEVK.ER : I !nve not allowed
you to speak.

SHRI PILOO M'JDY : Then I will
wait foi your permission.

SHRI R \J  BA,HM)UR : Tuc expres-
sion of resjret should be unqualified If 
there is a chinge of heart, it can not be 
a conditional change of heart.

SHRI PILOO MODY : There is no
change of heart I Just dislike you all the 
same.

SHRI RAJ Wj  shall
try to love yoa almough you ace not 4 very 

lovable p-irsoa.
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SHRI PILOO MODY : That is the 
correct spirit,

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR : Then call a
spade a spade.

SHRI K. MANOHARAN : The very
fact that Shri Ktchwai has offered regret 
s Iio as  a ch nge of heart.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA : 
We snould go by the general tenor of it.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR : We are all
before the bar of the country. The nnlv 
question we have lo consider is this : what 
nori’is arc w j  selling for ourselves.

MR. UTAKFR: I have received two 
l e t t e r T h e  second one is slightly apolo-
getic In th it amende.! letter he is more 
clear about expressjng his right. At the same 
time, lie says that Shri Shashi Bhushan
should not h a v e ............(interruptiont) Why
are you all so innitient? After all, you are 
all grown up poople I will have to convey 
to you that Shri Shashi Bhushan also should 
not have provoked him.
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SHRI N K.p. SALVF: The hon. Mem- 
Ser Is absohitelv riaht. There is a procedure 
Prescribed for it It is not as though we can 

act arbitrarily. Ws have to abide bv the 
Rules. The Rules are absolutely clear. 
Under rule 374f2) the authority is vested in 
the House to suspend a Member Thereafter, 
there is a proviso which governs the revoca- 
tton of such suspension. The proviso speaks 
in these terms :—

“Provided that the House may, at 
any time, on a motion being made, re-

solve that such suspension be termina-
ted.”

Therefore, before the House wants to 
take this decision, it will only be in the fit-
ness of things that the House does know in 
which terms has the hon. Member expressed 
his apology so that we can m ike up our 
mind... . (Interruptions)

SHRT S.M. BANERJEE (Kanpur): Sir, 
I rise on a point of order. You have just 
now said that Shri Kachwai has regretted 
it. Even after your saying that, which Mem-
bers may or may not like, they want this 
letter to be laid on the Table or to be read 
out ! 1 think, once you have said that, that 
is the final word. You have accepted the 
regret. It is not open to Members to quest-
io n  it.

MR. SPEAKER: I cannot accept it; it 
is the House which will accept that.

SHRI S.M. BANERJEE: They cannot 
challenge your statement.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR: Sir, you have 
asked me that I should convey to Shri Sha-
shi Bhushan something about Shri Kach- 
wais letter. May I say with all respect that 
yesterday this question was raised by certain 
Members, including Shri Chavda, and this 
is what the Chairman has already ruled
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It has been ruled by the Chair that Shri 
Shashi Bhushans remark was not unparli-
amentary. I also maintain. Sir, that this was 
not unparliamentary. We still maintain that 
this is not unparliamentary. . (Interruptions)

SHRI SEZHIYAN: Provocative and 
harsh words should not be used That is 
what the Chair said.

SHRI RAJ BAHADUR: And I submit 
that the apnlogv by Shri Kachwai is condi-
tional. A decision on this should be talcea 
iqdependently............(,Interruptions)




